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Abstract The number of elderly people is growing in
western populations, but only few maximal performance data exist for people >75 years, in particular for
European octogenarians. This study was performed to
characterize maximal performance of 55 independently
living subjects (32 women, 81.1 ± 3.4 years; 23 men,
81.7 ± 2.9 years) with a focus on sex differences.
Maximal performance was determined in a ramp test
to exhaustion on a bicycle ergometer with ergospirometry, electrocardiogram and blood lactate measurements. Maximal isometric extension strength of
the legs (MEL) was measured on a force platform in a
seated position. Body composition was quantified by
X-ray absorptiometry. In >25% of the subjects, serious
cardiac abnormalities were detected during the ramp
test with men more frequently being affected than
women. Maximal oxygen consumption and power
output were 18.2 ± 3.2 versus 25.9 ± 5.9 ml min–1 kg–1
and 66 ± 12 versus 138 ± 40 W for women versus men,
with a significant sex difference for both parameters.
Men outperformed women for MEL with 19.0 ± 3.8
versus 13.6 ± 3.3 N kg–1. Concomitantly, we found a
higher proportion of whole body fat in women
(32.1 ± 6.2%) compared to men (20.5 ± 4.4%). Our
study extends previously available maximal performance data for endurance and strength to indepenF. Lötscher  T. Löffel  R. Steiner  M. Vogt 
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dently living European octogenarians. As all sexrelated differences were still apparent after normalization to lean body mass, it is concluded that it is
essential to differentiate between female and male
subjects when considering maximal performance
parameters in the oldest segment of our population.
Keywords Elderly  Exercise  Maximal
performance  Maximal oxygen consumption

Introduction
The portion of elderly in all western communities is
increasing and thus the characterization of their physical
work capacity becomes increasingly important. Physical
work capacity is known to decline with age (Farazdaghi
and Wohlfart 2001). According to the American Heart
Association, i.e., maximum values of maximal oxygen
consumption (VO2 max ) occur between the ages of 15 and
30 years and decrease with an average decline of 6–12%
per decade, in both sedentary and athletic populations
(Fletcher et al. 2001; Rogers et al. 1990; Wiswell et al.
2001). Incremental exercise tests are commonly used to
quantify the function of the cardio-respiratory system
and to diagnose its diseases. In elderly, these tests are
likely to be performed as ramp tests with continuous
increase of the load on bicycle ergometers because
testing to exhaustion on treadmills may become more
and more difficult for frail elderly (Cicoira et al. 2001).
Several studies present reference values for exercise
tests for all age classes (Farazdaghi and Wohlfart 2001;
Buskirk and Hodgson 1987; Nordenfelt et al. 1985;
Wohlfart and Farazdaghi 2003). But values for subjects
in the old age (>75 years) are generally extrapolated
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from data points of younger subjects, taking body
weight, height, age and maximal workload into account.
To our knowledge, only very few actually measured data
exist for this age category (Evans et al. 2005; Malbut
et al. 2002; Ehsani et al. 2003) whereby only few studies
have emphasized the importance of total body composition, e.g., with inclusion of dual X-ray absorptiometry
(DXA) measurements (Neder et al. 1999). In many
studies, people with regular intake of medication or with
a medical history of cardiac, respiratory or neuromuscular diseases were excluded (Farazdaghi and Wohlfart
2001; Nordenfelt et al. 1985, 1999; Wohlfart and Farazdaghi 2003; Simar et al. 2005). This approach can lead
to a sample population not representing an average
population of people of this age in which regular intake
of medication is frequently observed. Recently published studies with European people in most advanced
age have been conducted with a very small population
(N = 10–17) (Farazdaghi and Wohlfart 2001; Wohlfart
and Farazdaghi 2003; Simar et al. 2005) but sex differences were neglected (Simar et al. 2005). The aim of this
study was to characterize the maximal physical work
capacity (endurance and strength) and body composition in a segment of independently living female and
male elderly people (>75 years) with a focus on sex
differences.

Methods
Subjects and study design
The data presented were recorded from active subjects
in stable health condition, willing to enter the Swiss
National Foundation Program 53 ‘‘Musculoskeletal
health and chronic pain’’. The subjects were recruited
from the University of the Third Age (all >60 years) in
Bern, Switzerland, and from local exercise groups for
elderly. The study was approved by the local ethical
committee and subjects provided written consent to
participate in this study.
Initially, 55 independently living voluntary subjects
(32 women, 23 men) between 75 and 89 years with
stable medication, able to reach the test facilities unaided were included in the study. Subjects with severe
diseases, i.e., neuromuscular diseases, myocardial
infarction and/or severe hip or knee arthrosis, showing
a significant negative impact on physical exercise were
excluded from participation. All the subjects were
asked to continue usual medication over the test period. In a clinical examination, a physician recorded the
anthropometric data, took a medical history and a
complete physical status. Whole body composition
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(lean and fat tissue mass) was determined using DXA
(QDR-4500A, Hologic Inc., Bedford, USA).
Exercise testing
Timed Up & Go test and Berg balance scale
The Timed Up & Go (TUG) (Shumway-Cook et al.
2000) and the Berg balance scale (BBS) (Steffen et al.
2002; Berg et al. 1992) are age-specific tests for community-dwelling elderly people to assess general
mobility and the risk for falling. For both tests, verbal
instruction was given to the subjects prior to the different tasks whereas during the task no additional
encouragement was administered. For the TUG, the
time was measured, which was needed for getting up
from an armchair, walking safely a distance of 3 m,
returning to the chair and sitting down again (Shumway-Cook et al. 2000). After one test trial, the better of
two trials was taken for the analysis. For the BBS, 14
items (interview combined with execution of balance,
coordination and strength tasks) were scored on a scale
of 0–4 (Berg et al. 1992).
Ramp test to exhaustion
A continuous ramp test to exhaustion was performed
on an electromagnetically braked bicycle ergometer
(Ergoline 800S, Ergoline GmbH, Bitz, Germany). The
test started with a period of rest followed by a 2 min
warm-up without load. The initial exercise load of
20 W was increased in a linear ramp pattern with 5 W
every 20–60 s, dependent on the subject’s individual
fitness level, such that the total test duration would be
6–12 min (Fletcher et al. 2001). The subjects were
asked to continuously pedal until exhaustion, maintaining constant revolutions-per-minute >45. Gas exchange parameters and ventilatory variables were
recorded breath-by-breath (Oxicon alpha, Jäger
GmbH, Würzburg, Germany). A 12-lead electrocardiogram (CardioSoft, GE, Houston, Texas, USA) was
recorded in lying position before and during the ramp
test sitting on the ergometer. Systolic and diastolic
blood pressure and blood lactate levels (Lactate Pro,
Axon Lab AG, Baden, Switzerland) were taken at rest
and at the end of the test. Systolic and diastolic blood
pressure and rating of perceived exertion (BORG,
scale 6–20) were additionally recorded every 2 min
(Borg 1982). By applying rigorous standards for
BORG, lactate and RER at the end of the ramp test
(see Table 1) we ascertained that the incremental
exercise tests were performed to exhaustion.
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Maximal isometric strength
Maximal isometric extension strength of the legs
(MEL) was measured by pushing against a force platform (Quattro Jump, Kistler Instrumente AG, Winterthur, Switzerland) in a sitting position on a chair
(Fig. 1). This setup with a closed chain measurement of
muscle extension strength of the legs was chosen to
minimize the stress produced in the knee joint by a
single joint measurement, i.e., an isometric assessment
of quadriceps strength as well as to avoid strain imposed on the vertical column such as with a subject
strapped into a leg press. The subjects were positioned
on the chair so that the lower limb joint angles (foot,
knee and hip) were at 90 and they were fixed in this
position with a seatbelt. They were asked to push
maximally against the force platform (hip and knee
extension) and to maintain the contraction for about 3–
4 s. Force data from 3 to 4 trials were recorded with a
resolution of 500 Hz. The highest average force over a
1-s period was assigned as the subject’s MEL.
Data analysis
Data are presented as mean ± standard deviation. Sexgrouped data were compared using Student’s t test.
The level for significance was set at P < 0.05.
For comparison of our measured data with predicted
values for this age group, anthropometric data of our
subjects were used in the following formulas proposed
by the respective authors:
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for falling (TUG and BBS), and maximal work capacity
(performance and strength) are reported in Table 1.
Anthropometric data
The subjects’ overall mean values for age, weight and
height were 81.3 ± 3.8 years, 69.2 ± 11.5 kg and
166 ± 10 cm, respectively. Men were significantly heavier (+8.0 kg) and taller (+15.0 cm) than women. No
significant difference was observed for the body mass
index (BMI) whereas DXA results showed that females
had a significantly higher proportion of fat tissue than
male subjects, with a remarkable difference of +59%.
The different categories of drugs taken by the subjects are listed in Table 2. No significant difference
between the sexes was observed for the number of
medication products taken by the subjects. Most frequently consumed drugs were acetyl-salicylic acids
(n = 22) and diuretics (n = 13) whereas beta-blockers
were taken by 8 of the 55 subjects. Less than 10% (5
out of 55) did not take any drugs on a regular basis.
Assessment of general shape and risk for falling
Mean duration in the TUG was 8.2 ± 1.6 s and mean
score in the BBS was 53.5 ± 3.1 pts with no significant
difference between females and males.
Ramp test
Only 3 out of 55 subjects (2 females, 1 male) completed
the ramp test with BORG <15 and lactate le-

Neder et al. (1999):

VO2 max men ¼ 24:3  age þ 12:5  body mass þ 9:8  height þ 702
VO2 max women ¼ 13:7  age þ 7:5  body mass þ 7:4  height þ 372
Pmax men ¼ 1:78  age þ 0:65  body mass þ 1:36  height  45:4
Pmax women ¼ 1:19  age þ 0:96  height þ 28:1
Wohlfart and Farazdaghi (2003): Pmax men ¼ ½244:6  (height/100)  92:1=½1 þ e0:038ðage77:3Þ 
Pmax women ¼ ½137:7  (height/100)  23:1=½1 þ e0:064ðage75:9Þ 
Paterson et al. (1999):
VO2 max men = (  0:31  age) þ 44:23
VO2 max women ¼ ð0.25  age) þ 36:63
Myers et al. (2002):
VO2 max men ¼ ½18:4  ð0:16  age)]  3:5

with VO2 max (ml min–1), Pmax (W), body mass (kg),
height (cm) and age (years).

Results
The data of all female and male subjects for anthropometry, assessment of fitness, mobility level and risk

vel <3.0 mM or a respiratory exchange ratio
(RER) £1.0. As a consequence, their tests were classified as submaximal and therefore excluded from the
analyses. For the remaining subjects (n = 52), mean
exercise duration was 8:51 ± 1:34 min and in the end of
the ramp test mean BORG, lactate level and RER
were 16.0 ± 2.0, 4.9 ± 1.7 and 1.17 ± 0.08 mM,
respectively. Mean values for VO2 max , Pmax, maximal
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Table 1 Anthropometric and functional data for females and males
Women
Mean ± SD
Anthropometric data
Age (years)
Body mass (kg)
Height (cm)
BMI (kg m–2)
DXA measurement
Lean body mass (kg)
Fat mass (%)
Timed Up & Go (TUG)
TUG (s)
Berg balance scale (BBS)
BBS (pts; 0–56)
Ramp test to exhaustion
Pmax (W)
VO2 max (ml min–1 kg–1)
Max. heart rate (min–1)
Max. oxygen pulse (ml beat–1)
Max.ventilation (l min–1)
Max. respiratory exchange ratio
Max. systolic blood pressure (mmHg)
Max. lactate level (mmol l–1)
Max. BORG (6–20)
Maximal isometric strength (MEL)
MEL (N kg–1)

n = 32
81.1 ± 3.4
65.8 ± 11.5
160.0 ± 6.1
25.8 ± 4.8
n = 30
41.4 ± 4.1
32.4 ± 6.2
n = 32
8.3 ± 1.6
n = 29
53.6 ± 1.7
n = 30
66 ± 12
18.2 ± 3.2
135 ± 22
9.0 ± 1.2
47.5 ± 8.5
1.15 ± 0.09
173 ± 21
4.7 ± 1.6
15.9 ± 2.2
n = 31
13.6 ± 3.3

Men
Range
75–89
49–97
146–175
18.4–38.9
34.1–51.5
15.1–44.8
5.7–12.1
49–56
50–95
10.7–25.4
85–166
6.6–12.2
32.2–63.4
1.01–1.36
125–210
2.0–8.2
12.5–19
8.72–22.1

Mean ± SD
n = 23
81.7 ± 2.9
73.8 ± 9.7*
175.0 ± 6.9*
24.1 ± 2.6
n = 20
54.7 ± 6.1*
20.4 ± 4.4*
n = 23
8.0 ± 1.7
n = 16
53.4 ± 4.7
n = 22
138 ± 40*
25.9 ± 5.9*
144 ± 14
13.2 ± 2.8*
78.9 ± 19.1*
1.19 ± 0.07
178 ± 17
5.2 ± 1.9
16.1 ± 1.7
n = 21
19.0 ± 3.8*

P value
Range
76–87
60–98
161–187
19.2–28.0

0.50
<0.01
<0.01
0.12

44.8–68.6
13.4–28.9

<0.01
<0.01

6.3–12.2

0.50

36–56

0.80

70–210
15.2–34.8
111–166
8.3–18.4
43.9–128.2
1.05–1.32
140–210
2.9–9.7
13–19

<0.01
<0.01
0.08
<0.01
<0.01
0.05
0.36
0.34
0.68

11.3–26.2

<0.01

Student’s t test was applied for detection of significant sex differences between females and males (*) with a level of significance of
P < 0.05

heart rate and maximal systolic blood pressure were
21.5 ± 5.9 ml min–1 kg–1, 96 ± 45 W, 139 ± 19 min–1
and 175 ± 19 mmHg, respectively. Men significantly
outperformed women for VO2 max (+42%) and Pmax
(+109%). VO2 max normalized to whole body lean mass
was still significantly higher (P < 0.01; +17%) in men
(33.7 ± 6.9 ml min–1 kg–1 lean mass) than in women
(28.9 ± 4.1 ml min–1 kg–1 lean mass). Likewise, a significant sex dependence was apparent for oxygen pulse
and ventilation whereas no significant differences were
observed for maximal heart rate, systolic blood pressure, end lactate level and RER (see Table 1 for
overview).
ECG measurements
During the maximal exercise tests, cardiac abnormalities (signs of myocardial ischemia and/or arrhythmias)
were observed in 14 subjects (five occurred in women
and nine in men). Three major cardiac abnormalities
with signs for serious myocardial ischemia (st segment
depression and/or ventricular arrhythmias) were observed in men. After the ramp test, all subjects presenting cardiac abnormalities were sent to a
cardiologist for further examination.
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Maximal isometric strength
Mean MEL was 15.8 ± 4.4 N kg–1 being significantly
higher (+40%) in men than in women (see Table 1).
When MEL was normalized to lean body mass the sex
dependent difference in force production was persistent (P < 0.05).

Discussion
The data presented in this study describes a population
of elderly women and men tested to determine maximal strength and endurance as well as general mobility
and balance. Females and males >75 years of age were
included in the study when the medical condition allowed for safe testing and when medications were taken on a long term bases. Less than 10% of our
subjects received no medication. In the analysis, we
specifically focused on performance differences between female and male subjects. The study was conducted with a relatively large population of 55 active
and independently living subjects (32 women and 23
men), considerably more than in other studies with
subjects of similar age [Simar et al. (2005): N = 17].
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Fig. 1 Maximal isometric extension strength of the legs (MEL).
Measurement of MEL (hip and knee extension) on a force
platform (Quattro Jump, Kistler Instrumente AG, Switzerland)
in a seated position at 90 for the lower limb joint angles (foot,
knee and hip)

Table 2 Frequency count of medication taken by the subjects on
a regular basis

Beta blockers
Statins
Diuretics
Ca2+ channel blockers
ACE inhibitors
Angiotensin II antagonists
Coumarins
ASA

Women, n = 32

Men, n = 23

n

%

n

%

6
5
8
6
5
8
2
12

19
16
25
19
16
25
6
38

2
5
5
2
3
4
4
10

9
22
22
9
13
17
17
43

ASA acetyl-salicylic acid

Our results show significant differences between
male and female subjects for body composition (proportion of fat) and for maximal work capacity. Men
significantly outperformed women in VO2 max , Pmax and
MEL. A presentation of maximal physical performance values (Simar et al. 2005) without differentiation

between male and female subjects in this age group is
therefore of limited value. It is important to note that
this differentiation between male and female subjects
still remains relevant after normalization to lean body
mass estimated by DXA measurement, for VO2 max
(+17%), Pmax (+58%) and MEL (+19%). The sexspecific differences are noteworthy as in younger subjects sex-specific differences for VO2 max are known to
disappear with normalization to lean body mass (Uth
2005; Vinet et al. 2003; Washburn and Seals 1984).
Vinet et al. (2003) stated that differences for VO2 max
between male and female children are due to differences in body composition. As this was not observed in
the present study population our data suggest that
differences for maximal performance parameters
between male and female subjects become accentuated
in old age. This notion is supported by Johnson et al.
(2000) who suggested that differences for VO2 max
between elderly male and female subjects after normalization to fat-free mass might be due to ‘‘factors
related to cellular aerobic capacity’’ or ‘‘cultural
differences such as levels of habitual exercise’’. It
therefore appears that differentiation between sex
(biological differences) and gender (sociocultural
differences) (Torgrimson and Minson 2005) becomes
increasingly important with old age as these differences
could accumulate over a longer lifetime period. However, it is currently unclear whether the observed
physiological differences are due to genetically determined factors or are behaviorally induced.
Our current data result in an extension of existing
maximal performance values (Farazdaghi and Wohlfart 2001; Nordenfelt et al. 1985; Wohlfart and Farazdaghi 2003; Astrand 1960; Shvartz and Reibold 1990;
Neder et al. 2001) to females and males >75 years (see
Fig. 2). The data demonstrate a continuing agedependent decrease for maximal performance variables like VO2 max and Pmax, in particular for women.
VO2 max values for male subjects were found to be
somewhat higher than expected from a linear extrapolation of the known age-dependent decrease at lower
age (Fig. 2). In male subjects, the high levels of VO2 max
may be a reflection of the active lifestyle of the study
population with several male subjects being actively
mountaineering at the age of >80 years.
Our measured mean values for VO2 max were slightly
higher in both females and males compared with values
calculated with current formulas for prediction of
maximal performance (Neder et al. 1999; Paterson
et al. 1999; Myers et al. 2002) (Fig. 3). Above-average
performance values of our study population (130% of
predicted exercise capacity in both men and women)
are as well supported by the comparison to values from
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values. Maximal performance
values for females and males
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et al. 2001). Pmax, maximal
power output; VO2 max ,
maximal oxygen consumption
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nomograms for women (Gulati et al. 2005) and men
(Morris et al. 1993) assessed in large clinical studies
investigating >1,000 patients free from apparent heart
disease.
This phenomenon is not observed for Pmax achieved
in the exhaustive incremental exercise test, which was
not increased compared with predicted values neither
for females nor for males. This seems best explained by
differences in ramp protocols applied in the cited
studies (Neder et al. 1999; Paterson et al. 1999; Myers
et al. 2002) while Pmax values are likely to vary with
different ramp protocols (i.e., steeper or shallower);
VO2 max seems to be relatively protocol-independent as
long as the total test duration remains in the range of
6–12 min (Fletcher et al. 2001).
Aging goes along with fading of physical abilities,
increased occurrence of health deficits and decreased
performance. Thus, testing of maximal performance
parameters in elderly is potentially more risky than in
younger populations. It therefore seems mandatory to
adjust testing conditions (e.g., cycling instead of running and fitness level related ramp test protocols) and
to take all necessary precautions for emergencies
(clinical environment with ECG control and resuscitation readiness). However, under these conditions
safe testing seems to be possible (for an overview, see
Fletcher et al. 2001). As a consequence of the
risks involved with testing old people, submaximal
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performance tests are often preferred (Witham and
McMurdo 2003). Submaximal data can be sufficient to
provide advice for exercise training of elderly. However, only testing to exhaustion yields useful VO2 max
values, a strong prognostic factor for the risk of death
among patients with or without cardiovascular disease
(Cicoira et al. 2001; Myers et al. 2002). Furthermore,
VO2 max allows a comparison of elderly-specific maximal
performance data with data from younger subjects
yielding quantification of the age-dependent decrease
of human maximal performance parameters. As our
study shows, testing to exhaustion is feasible and safe.
However, the occurrence of minor to severe cardiac
abnormalities for more than 25% of our elderly subjects during the ramp test to exhaustion high lightens
the necessity for safety precautions and the availability
of well trained medical personal during all testing
procedure.
The sex difference for VO2 max and Pmax was confirmed as well for the measures of MEL. In particular,
the low mean value for MEL (13.6 N kg–1) in female
subjects with ~20% of the values being below the
acceleration of gravity was impressive. It has to be
considered however, that with our method for measuring MEL (devised to minimize stress on joints and
vertebral column) only the vertical component of the
force applied to the force platform (at an angle of
approx. 45) is assessed (see Fig. 1). Compared to
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standard tests of MEL, we would therefore expect our
values to be smaller by some 30%. This approach was
found to be safe and showed an excellent short and
long-term test re-test reliability (r2 = 0.85).
We are aware of limitations of the study design in
which we recruited independently living subjects
(independently living, physically active and openminded for new experiences). The estimated parameters are hence superior to an average elderly population of >75 years. This assumption is confirmed by the
high values, reached by our subjects in standard tests to
determine the risk for falling (BBS, TUG) in community-dwelling populations. Except 1 out of 55 subjects,
who scored only 36 points in the BBS and who needed
13.0 s in the TUG, all other subjects had score levels
without any significant risk for falling (Shumway-Cook
et al. 2000; Berg et al. 1992). However, the inclusion of
subjects with regular medication intake may well represent an average population of independently living
women and men of that age.
We found no significant impact of medication (i.e.,
beta-blockers, ACE inhibitors and statins) on maximal

current data

Wohlfart et al.2003

Neder et al. 1999

current data

physical performance levels of the subjects, which
could be expected according to previous studies
(Teixeira et al. 1992; Kaiser 1984). This was evident as
no significant difference for VO2 max between groups
with a certain medication and the control group
(without medication) was recorded (data not shown).
This is according to what was reported by Taniguchi
et al. (2003) and Phillips et al. (2004).
In conclusion, this study presents maximal performance values of a relatively large population of active
and independent elderly Swiss subjects >75 years. A
comparison with current predictions for maximal performance values for this age group shows that the data
are above average for the population because of the
good age-appropriate shape of our subjects. We could
show that differences between female and male subjects for physiological performance parameters
(VO2 max , Pmax, MEL) are sex- and/or gender-specific
and should be considered, e.g., when setting up training
guidelines. In particular, this seems relevant for people
>75 years, where men still record higher values than
women even after normalization to lean body mass.
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